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[Introduction]
The elucidation of quantitative structure performance relationship is one of ultimate goal of catalyst chemistry. The
catalyst developed recently were carried out precise control of catalyst structure with applying multicomponent and
hierarchical structure in order to perform improved performances and multi functions. Though performances were
improved, the correlation between structures and performances became too complex to control further improvement.
Therefore the elucidation of these relationship became strongly demanded. The Ziegler-Natta catalysts for
polyolefin production in industry is one of example catalysts. The performances of this catalyst were improved by
making particle multicomponent and construct hierarchical structure. However those improvements made the
correlation between structure and performance complex. Therefore systematic improvement method has been not
established until now. The main causes are come from three features of Ziegler-Natta catalysts systems. First is
difficulty of characterization on catalyst structure which ranges from angstrom scale to millimeter. Second is
difficultly of systematic change of catalyst morphology because current industrial preparation methods are not able to
control only one structure parameters. Third is difficulty of quantitative elucidation of structure effect because
catalytic performances were determined by various structural parameters with concerted or opposed mechanism.
Therefore elucidation of structure performance relationship
became very difficult task from above problems. This study aims
to elucidate structure performance relationship quantitatively in
Ziegler-Natta olefin polymerization with solution of three
difficult problems. There the establishments of multilateral
characterization to quantitative all structural parameter and of the
statistical analysis which can were tried for elucidation of
Figure 1. The concept of this study
complex structure performance relationship (Figure 1).
[Results and discussion]
The complex hierarchical structures were parameterized by established multilateral characterization methods.
Additionally, parameterized structure and performance were analyzed based on statistical techniques. Statistical
analysis was used as exploring the correlation and evaluation of obtained models. Finally, establishment of the way
to elucidate structure performance relationship was carried out based on a combination of statistical analyses and
obtained the correlation were quantitative. The correlation between predicted and measured values about
comonomer insertion efficiency of catalyst in ethylene/1-hexene
copolymerization were shown in Figure 2 as a example. As can be
seen, model equation showed not only good validity and accuracy
(blue point) but also excellent prediction of new catalyst performance
(red point). This accomplishment possesses great meaning that first
establishment of quantitative structure performance relationship and to
obtain knowledge of systematical catalyst development.
Especially, these results suggested that the combination of multilateral
characterization and multivariate analyses were powerful tool for
direct structure-performance relationships in heterogeneous
Ziegler-Natta catalysis. Additionally, this established method are able
to use not only Ziegler-Natta olefin polymerization but also any
heterogeneous catalyst systems even if catalyst systems possesses
Figure 2. The evaluation of prediction
multicomponent, complex hierarchy and/or complex reaction
validity (copolymer insertion efficiency
mechanism. Therefore, this investigation results will largely contribute
in ethylene/1-hexene copolymerization)
developments of catalyst chemistry development.
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